Infinit g35 forum

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Ok, I like a
lot of the cars in my life. Um, no. I'm not sure where you live but in Socal the RL does not exist.
If that. The NSX is priced in the 90k range. Maybe Acura will lower the price for the next gen might be wise given the dismal sales. I'd bet on a price of around k starting. Probably k as
Infiniti will want to undercut BMW still. As for dealerships, I live in San Diego. We've got a fair
number of people here and a nice chunk change goes to bling bling cars. There are only 4
Acura, 4 Bimmer dealerships, 3 Lexus and 3 Infiniti dealers in a 50 mile vicinity from my zip in
the heart of San Diego's downtown. With only 4 bimmer and 3 lexus dealers how could their
sales be so great? Maybe luxury marquees PAY for the right to be the only dealer within a set
space? Ya think? I know I'd do that if I wanted to represent a select clientele. Howdy, Stranger!
Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse
Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. This one looks HOT! Coming out Fall ! Tagged: Infiniti
Infiniti G35 Sedans. April I saw the pictures in Autoweek a few weeks ago. Maybe this will get
the Lexus folks to think about an IS coupe I dunno: it looks pretty much like the Z to me! But
what's the point of competing with yourself? I believe that Nissan has stated that the Z would
strictly be a 2 seater. The G coupe looks goooood I guess since a two-door competitor is
lacking at Infiniti stands it's something that makes sense, but I wonder if enough will take the
bait, instead of just grabbing a Z for I should think less The only other option of an entry level
lux coupe is the downright pathetic CL Type-S. If one wants a sports car, the Z is the choice. If
one wants the entry-level performance luxury coupe, then he gets the G or Bimmer. And I'm not
saying you're wrong, as far as targets and available options go, just that it might not get enough
of an audience. It started its life as a benchmark sedan and had two doors surgically removed,
rather than being stretched from a real coupe. Same can be said for the CL-s, though from a
different benchmark. I think they're successful, in part, for that reason. I think stretching a
coupe originally penned AS a coupe usually yields less than perfect results, and I'm driving just
such a coupe. It's nice and it does most all of the things I need it to, but the real coupe is a more
capable car with better proportions that unfortunately can't carry my kids comfortably! My
coupe's sales are tanking, BTW, while the real coupe's are on a roll. I'm not knocking the G, but I
question whether it will sell in quantities sufficient to sustain it, given that the Z is available. Are
you saying the FM platform can't sustain different variations of sedan, coupe and 2 seater? The
current G's a fine sedan and the G35 coupe sports the same wheelbase, just it's wider has
shorter overhangs and a lower roofline than the sedan. The is even smaller, with a wheelbase
that's chopped an additional I think inches possibly more. The skyline's been around Japan for
over a year, so the G35's underpinnings seem to be original design of that FM platform. The Z is
the shortened version. And once again, Nissan is selling the two cars to very different groups.
Those who buy a 2 seater sports car aren't the same as those cats who fork over for a
performance luxury coupe. Nissan isn't targeting the BMW with the z, but the Bavarians are
definitely the only ones in the crosshairs of the G35c. I can't see the Z or G stealing sales from
one another because they're on different missions. You want luxury, utility, performance and
some choice beyond a ci, it's the G. The G35 coupe is gonna sell well simply because it looks
so damn good. Styling is the trump card for the common herd. WarpDrive Posts: It somehow
comes across more well integrated without the seam below the c-pillar and more horizontal
taillights. Also, a real grille seems to add some detail to the front. The Z never caught my fancy
but the G35 seems to work much better. I'm wrong, I guess. I know there's a market for it. How
big I guess I leave up to you guys! Like I said before, I'm not knocking it, but I'd rather be in the
Z myself If the Z is head and shoulders over the G35 coupe, especially regarding handling, then
I'll go with the Z. One of these suckers is my next car. I love them both. I also find them
extremely appealing. But my coupe fascination is over, and my next car appears to be an IS
Sportcross. Still, if I could do a third car Both are great-looking but the 2 extra seats albeit small
add flexibiliy, and I don't like hatchbacks. While I'm not all that sure about your pathetic label for
the Acura CL Do we know for sure about the G35 coupe rear seat fold-down capability? The G is
midrange between these, it seems. That's only 10 inches shorter than the exceptionally long CL
coupe's inches and it's actually wider than the CL and the G's wheelbase offers 6 more inches
of space. Sure in weight and total length the G's smaller than a CL, but it's not really a car
between the CL and RSX when you look at interior volume and specs. The GT-R will probably be
pretty close to the G coupe. I'd guess they may do some M-style mods to it, wheel arch flairs,
more agressive airdams and skirting but otherwise the basic look of the G coupe is pretty clear
in the GT-R show car shown last year. Well, if the G35 coupe knocks out the CL coupe, then you
will be right in your critique of my thesis on that issue. Gs and CLs and Even my computer has
a name, 'Dell Dimension. Differences in styling are evident, at least from the R35 GT-R concept.
Well considering the automatic equipped G35 sedan nails 60 in 6. We'll see, but I'd be willing to
predict that when it comes to performance measures, even the vaunted ci won't be able to hang

with a G coupe. I'm inclined to agree. I won't cry tears over the CL-S because frankly it's kind of
an odd coupe that isn't sure what it wants to be and tends not to sell too well because of it.
More and more I'm not sure where Acura is headed. It's a value plate, but the relative value of its
offerings is becoming diminished. Nissan-Infiniti is on the uptick. This is obvious. The IS has
received some good enhancements, I have heard. Thus, all three compete in the entrylux
category well today as well as yesterday. The problem is the upper echilon. Short of spectacular
marketing and sales of the G35 and selling the GT-R as an Infiniti, I don't see Infiniti as moving
away from its 'kinda here buy kinda not noticed' status. As I said, if I want an Infiniti in Michigan,
there are only 3 dealers. Lexus and Acura both have 5 and they are in good, prominent
locations. The RSX is a sport coupe with hatchback utility and automatic climate control. IS and
G20 and G35 people can sneer all they want. Don't be lazy, you can click on people's profiles or
read other things they write. Same is true here in Ann Arbor. You want to play RSX and G35 vs.
It is a supercar competitor, not a sport sedan. No, Shifty does a great job here. But he hasn't
compared the G35 to his favorite Alfa Romeo yet, therefore, I'm not sure if he's really paying
attention to anything here in Gland! Auto climate control? This is a big deal? Camrys, Jettas
and Accords have this too. I would say the old G20 was an RSX competitor. Totally different
prices, styles, drivetrains, engines, etc. That size car seems to be directly aimed at an M3. It's
not like MB can goose up a C coupe and make it a wrothwhile competitor to the M I am not a
complete Acura apologist. The RL is a sick replacement for the Legend. Honda should play V8
or get out of the luxury sedan segment The Japanese need to do sport more than lux. Some
have more sport, others, more lux. I like German and Japanese machines, so if the Japanese
come up with more interesting options, such as the G35, there may be real hairy competition for
the Germans. Infiniti buyer wants to say 'I am different. Just because the G35 is the first i. I don't
run around creating 'RSX vs. The G20, as I said, is well known for its excellent reliability and
good price. It is NOT a 'fancy Sentra. The think Nissan should. Please, enlighten us with how
these cars are competitors. Can't really see it either, V. I'm not talking numbers and 'dazzling
with data' here. Qualifications: It has to look cool and blast down the expressway without
spinning into the median because of shoddy handling. Price range is roughly K and MX-8 is
probably overdoing it a little here, as is the EVO, but they are on the higher end of the price
spectrum along with the G I'm comparing among Japanese sports coupes. If you want to play
horsepower games, go join the Mustang and Camaro crowd. The Prelude nailed the sport coupe
market. Only problem was that it was not expensive enough to draw on the BMW-wannabes that
are looking at the G35 now. Only problem was that it was not expensive enough to draw on the
BMW-wannabes that are looking at the G35 now It didn't have the power to weight necessary to
make it really fun, the ponies and twist were pretty high on the tach IIRC, and the power went to
the wrong end of the car. Aside from some nimble handling and as a technology platform its
real mission , it wasn't a standout. The last years saw it gain a whole lot of weight and get pretty
remarkably ugly too, IMO. I doubt there's any FWD car that's ever going to hook a serious
Bimmer pilot. Why would they bother? Maybe an AWD Audi, though Those are all classified as
different styles - removed from entry-level luxury-sports. Must are econoboxes, one a legit
sports car and a few are hatchbacks, with one random sedan thrown into the mix. You're
missing a key part of the equation They'll never be confused with entry level lux. Nobody sits in
a Scooby and says, "Dang, this here's a real fancy-smancy au-to-moile. It's not about playing
horsepower games. A WRX makes more power than a , but that's okay because they're in
different classes. One is a luxury performance sedan and the other an econobox rally car. And
the Prelude failed to woo possible bimmer buyers for several reasons: zero luxury the car didn't
even have leather! Apples to oranges, my friend. Dangit, sphinx99? Where are you? Don't
remember which one. The G35 has one major flaw I can think of. The rump. There is no case!
Why not try to convince people that a Collie is the same kinda dog as a Great Dane? You won't
find me arguing verozahl because I don't see the RSX-S being cross-shopped against the G35
coupe very much either. The RSX-S frankly belongs in a comparison with a Z instead, insofar as
both present dynamite performance value at their price points, along with presumably in the
case of the Z sharp steering, sharp handling, and extremely high precision driving on road or
track. Most professional journalists agree. RSX-Ss are all over the autocrossing tracks of
America. I bet Zs will be joining them. Probably not many. These are very different cars; the
RSX-S manual-transmission-only configuration alone knocks it out of the luxury performance
coupe market. The G35 Coupe is a luxury coupe, pure and simple. I expect the G35 to be a lot
like a Prelude actually, verozahl - heavy, steady and vault-like. That's what a luxury coupe
should be. I hope they don't go that route. There is this term called "driver's car" that spans
drivetrain and powerplant boundaries, and those of us who seek out true driver's cars will find
ourselves attracted to a very broad range of configurations. I find myself attracted to how silky
an engine is, how supportive the seats are, how little deadzone there is in the wheel, how linear

the pedals are. To me, those are the elements of a performance-oriented driver's car. I4 vs V6?
Having a WD40 shifter and formula one steering are much, much more important to me. As for
bluedotcomguy. It had most of the feel and performance of BMWs without any of the marketing
or feature content. It had most of the handling of an ITR or Celica without any of the track
reputation. In reality, BMWs remind me a lot of the Prelude heft, precision, smooth acceleration,
utterly predictable which is why I think someone cross-shopping a Ci versus a Prelude SH
would have had a tough time choosing after drives in both. I sure did. But, sadly, most people
after Preludes consider BMWs to be portly grocery sedans, and most people after BMWs
consider Preludes to be econo lowered 4-bangers. The vehicles were pretty similar and BMW's
own use of Prelude in its competitive comparisons was enough evidence of that. But for the
unwashed masses, marketing determines cross-shopping viability, not the cars themselves.
And bringing all this back to the G35 coupe, judging by the Z's "we're bigger than Windows 95"
PR launch I have a feeling that the G35 will end up being relegated to obscurity as an unloved
cousin to the famous Z. That's too bad, it looks like an awesome luxury coupe. If one wants a 2
door RWD car with luxury touches and performance for a k price there will be only two choices
instead of the single one we have now. I look forward to it and can't wait to try one on. BTW, I
drove the Prelude a few times when car shopping. It was quick and handled nicely but the
interior was not up to the level of refinement I expect from a car. It felt too pedestrian and not
Germanic enough. Same can be said to a point about the G35 Sedan Excellent lecture Much
much better than the lectures I pay for here at the university. The 5th-gen Prelude interior is the
definition of refinement. Everything you need and nothing you don't in order to drive.
Ergonomic and straightforward controls. My dream coupe is not far from this: a Nissan with G35
interior and Z exterior. In november that might be true, but you also might want to consider that
the A4 convertible is not far behind I'm a little uncomfortable with Audi A4 cab. I've seen it in
person a few times and it looks far too much like the old Love Audi interiors though and I dig
the A4 sedan. Too bad also that the A4 cab is either FWD or that hideous
quattro-power-sapping-junk. The car feels dead and heavy. Haven't tried an S4 though That in
and of itself differentiates it enough to be a different car appealing to different people. Both
nice, but Z for me please. I can only have one car so I need a little more utility :- Since the coupe
has the same wheelbase and is only 4" shorter overall, will it have pretty much the same
amount of interior space as the sedan? I would think that the front and rear seating area would
be very similar between the coupe and sedan. I'd think the interior will be the same but the trunk
may suffer. The added width might help. Probably not though as that will in all likelihood go to
the fender flaring. I would think adjustments might be necessary to account for the differing
rooflines? Rear seat area would likely be affected somehow, though the front could certainly be
the same. June Hello everyone and I hope that you are having a great weeekend. Although the
yen is strengthing quickly against the dollar and could impact prices for any cars built in Japan.
It is much more attractive to my eye than the nondescript Acura CL which is a fine car but styled
by accountants on valuim. Yes styling sells and I am very much interested in buying this car.
The standard equipment in this car represents an incredible value for the money and Infiniti
scores well in quality according to JD Powers. Infiniti always scores ahead of the German
brands based on the JD quality surveys. Where the G35 sedan really lets us down as mentioned
by a previous poster is the interior which is worthy of a Nissan. You have to do better here
Infiniti. For those who are interested in buying the new Z be aware that the latest quality surveys
for Nissan are declining in quality scores. Why would anyone want the Nissan experience and a
much shorter warranty than the Infiniti? Ok maybe you need to go around a skidpad 1 second
faster, LOL. Thankyou for reading my rant and what a great time to be an auto enthusiast. Did
you see that article? Rated 1 sport sedan out of 11 cars! Now it is true that in part the 1 slot had
to go to the car because of its price, otherwise the BMW would have won on overall
performance, say the editors, but still fair is fair and price is certainly part of a car's appeal and
popularity. It's hard to beat the BMW on engine and on the precision of handling, but gee, from
the test, the G35 wasn't much off the mark as far as the average driver is concerned. We are
getting so close in the testing with some of these cars that the arguments are starting to sound
like people talking about the difference in high end stereos-- you know the type "Did you hear
THAT Play it again". The car seems like a steal for the price. It's interesting to see Infiniti and
Acura fixing to engage in a bona fide slugfest. High value, strong-performance vehicles. The
fact that you can get the G35 sedan and TL-S sedan for so little relatively speaking is
extraordinary. I'm wondering what impact Infiniti's resurgence will have on a the top tier
sport-luxury marques aka BMW, Mercedes, Lexus, and b Acura. Well, Nissan-Infiniti's comeback
has been explicitly stated as a challenge to Honda-Acura, who unseated them as Japan's 2.
Acura has more dealers than Infiniti, but we'll see what happens if the G35 coupe sells as good
as I think it will. Infiniti's big problem against the marques you mentioned is that it has virtually

no name recognition and little prestige, and the dealerships are few and far between. There isn't
even one in all of Marin County as of They went out of business here. Compared to the Lexus
and Acura upscale efforts of Toyota and Honda, the Nissan Corp hasn't done very well seems to
me. Lexus beat 'em up from the get-go in and that's the way it's been ever since. German brands
are another thing entirely. BMW invented sport sedan and shows no signs of being dethroned.
Sales are screaming and the press is drooling. The juggernaut rolls on. Mercedes isn't even a
car anymore, it is a total legend like Babe Ruth and is just about critic-proof no matter what they
do. Rolls Royce and Harley Davidson are but two examples of Sacred Names that coasted for
ages on reputation alone, with a mediocre product dragging behind them. The Mercedes name
is Golden, like it or not, deserved or not, fair or not. Myth overtakes Reality perhaps. And more
than that, the car is still awesome. Infiniti is a ripple in the pond right now but you know, if they
KEEP producing spectacular cars like the G35, for years and years to come, they will be noticed
and it will have an effect on competition. The press on the G35 has been just great. But not just
one model one time, is going to scare anybody. Reputations are built over decades I think. Look
how long Audi's comback took, a solid 15 years of effort. Now their cars are respected and
beautiful and they won Lemans, too. It takes a lot! Some of the best models ever produced by
dead car companies came at the very end of their corporate lives, so a model's excellence may
not mean anything good per se. Look how aggressive Lexus is, in media and in product
development. This is what Nissan needs to do and they aren't even close yet. Sign In or
Register to comment. Project G35 Turbo. Installation Guides. Featured Cars. Racing Videos.
Infiniti G35 Recalls. Tire Guide. Exhaust Sound Clips. Infiniti Manuals. Racing Events. Product
Reviews. Exhaust Upgrades. Intake Mods. Engine Mods. Supercharger Kits. Stroker Systems.
Nitrous Oxide. Ignition Upgrades. Fuel Upgrades. Turbo Accessories. Transmission Parts.
Interior Accessories. Infiniti G35 Body Kits. Racing Seats. Other Infiniti Parts. Dyno Tuning
Shops. Installation Guides How-to: Step by step instructions on how to install aftermarket
Infiniti performance parts from car stereos to complete engine rebuilding. Wheels Editor's Pick:
Some of the latest and best looking wheels on the market. Events Competition: Scheduled
events. Tire Guide Performance Tires: Check out technical into depth reviews on tire
manufacturers, and our editor's pick on the best tires. GReddy Turbo Kit. JE Pistons. Ferrea
Valves. Pauter Rods. RPS Clutch. Power Enterprise Injectors. Sard Fuel Regulator. Helix Cat
Delete. Nismo Exhaust Gaskets. GReddy Boost Controller. GReddy Turbo Timer. Autosport
Wiring Harness. Walbro Fuel Pump. KW Suspension. Michelin Pilot Sport. Brembo Brakes.
Dynaudio Speakers. Audison Amplifiers. HKS Spark Plugs. Defi Gauges. All rights reserved.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. All precautions are taken to ensure accurate pricing At Franklin Chevrolet we are
committed to getting you financed and have rates as low as 1. Due to the current market
conditions, this price is subject to be changed without notice. Please print or present this price
digitally for redemption. Odometer is miles below market average! We are family owned and
operated and have been serving the tri-county area for over 45 years. Our goal is to provide our
customers with a great deal on a great car. We carry over pre-owned vehicles of all makes and
models. We truly care about our customers, just give us a shot and see for yourself! Purchasing
a car from Page Toyota was truly a great and hassle free experience. We offer you the best
service with the lowest price and the best selection guaranteed. Come in and bid to get crazy
deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before
you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for
inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. AWD, 3. Not only
will you notice improved steering and superior acceleration, but you can also rest easy knowing
that your vehicle comes standard with increased stability and safety. Infiniti's G35 is probably
best compared to BMW's 3-series, and similarly offers excellent driving dynamics for the
enthusiast. Compared to the BMW coupe and sedan, the G35 owner enjoys about 50 additional
horsepower. Throw in a better warranty and this all adds up to a lot of car and a lot of fun for the
money. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. Spoke with 10
dealerships via email and got my best price for an RDX. Deal was done over the phone three
5-minute phone calls. I worked with Eddie Ross. Very easy process. It has a 6 Cylinder engine.
Drivers love the classic blue exterior with a stone interior. This is the vehicle you have been
waiting for! Call now to schedule a test drive! Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer
rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car.
Our low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease,
come to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you
penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car!
Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! I received a better price for my used car than
anyone else I went to. The process was quick and the entire staff was very friendly. They had a

great selection of other cars as well. It's great because they're not a single brand, you get to see
so many different makes and models. I will definitely be back for buying or selling my next car.
America's Auto Mall strives to provide our customers with the lowest prices and biggest
selection in the Mid-West. The America's Auto Mall buying experience offers customers a quick,
relaxed and hassle-free environment in which we strive to provide the highest degree of
customer service. Don't just take our word for it, check out our reviews on Google, and see
what our past customers had to say about their experience! We offer a wide variety of financing
options including many local Credit Unions and Banks, as well as National Lending Institutions
to ensure each customer gets the most competitive rates and terms available anywhere. All of
our vehicles have been fully inspected and serviced and gone through a rigorous
reconditioning process in order to provide you the best possible vehicles in the market! Contact
our Internet Sales Department at Fully Inspected and Detailed. Lowest market prices
guaranteed, no hidden fees, excellent financing rates for every credit situation! I saw a car that
was a great deal on true car. I called in to get information about the car and spoke to someone
named Brandon. I explained to him that I was interested in the car and wanted to know about
any issues there might be as I would be coming from over an hour away to see it. He made clear
there were no issues. I called back to double check that there was nothing I needed to know
about the car. I told him I would be buying the car if everything was as he said it was but was
coming from far away and wanted all the information I could get. I kept asking about any issues
because the price was almost too good to believe and I was buying the car for my daughter who
has just started driving. He assured me there were no issues. I told him I was on my way and he
said to text him when I got there. When I got there, there was no Brandon. They said he was a
phone operator not a sales person. I told the sales person what car I was there to test drive and
buy. She looked up the car and said it was a loner car and that the car was not there. Service
Records Available! Local Trade In, Clean Carfax. I must say as a first time car buyer at a
dealership my experience was beyond expectations. No only did Fili Diaz the sales rep treated
me well but he also had lots of patience with me since I had others options and I was hesitant to
buy a car that day. What I liked the most about Fili Diaz is that he was not pushy to sell me a
vehicle, very understanding, professional and knowledgeable. I am very happy with my new car
and the great experience I had, I highly recommend them. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Type Sedan 95 Coupe Trim Base 54 x 46 Journey 18 Sport 2. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Manual 5. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Check Availability. Dealer Review: Purchasing a car from Page Toyota was truly a great and
hassle free experience. Price Drop. New Listing. Title issue. Theft history. Frame damage. Dealer
Review: I received a better price for my used car than anyone else I went to. Five Star Dealer.
Dealer Review: I must say as a first time car buyer at a dealership my experience was beyond
expectations. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I made the best
investment. I was sketchy about the price but i test drove this car once and bought it the same
day. I love everything about the car! Feels like I am in a grand luxury car whenever I drive it. I
have leather seats and a sunroof which is great for the hot and humid Florida weather. The
exhaust sounds like a bad ass : when turning on and driving off with the car. The power is
strong. The tire to road frequency is great. Tires grip the road beautifully. Boast and sound
system is not that loud hearing music from the outside, but the inside sounds good. I get about
mpg on the hwy and about on the road. I'm a female so I don't drive harshly or roughly. My car
has black stripes and is silver and I get so much compliments from it. I have miles on it and it
drives like new. Maintenance is so expensive that is a con! If u cannot afford it, don't buy an
Infiniti! Repair is not a big issue because I have not replaced much yet except for my hoses and
battery which is about altogethor And that's it. After k drive belts and fluids are needed to be
changed 8 years later and that's it. Hopefully it will last another decade. Brakes don't last very
long and they are very expensive when u go to the dealer!!! But other then that once u drive
you'll feel very confident with the car because its so perfect. I shoudlve gave the car interior
three stars because the steering wheel chips and looks nasty so I put a cover on it and the
doors are chipping and scratched on the drivers side so be gentle when it comes to cleaning
products. Water works just fine. The seats are so perfect. I wipe them with water and that's it.
They are so climate controlled but I think because its leather and thseres a switch to warm up
that seats when its cold. When going over bumps, u must be cautious because I could hear the
scratching noise under the car! Even when going slowly. Thank god under the car has a
covering. Read more. Read less. Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you.
Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of

customer service. Edmunds found 8 Great, 4 Good, and 1 Fair deals near you, so you can be
sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find
common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used INFINITI
G35 you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Ok, I'll be next: I have a
G35x 6, miles - Front rotors resurfaced due to severe grinding when stopping and scored rotors.
Had to get regional Infiniti rep to inspect car for them to cover it. Infinti Consumer Affairs jerked
me around for 2 months before the dealer helped out was able to get rep to look at car. Hats off
to the dealer for this. Also told by rep that is was my driving style. Funny, I've been driving the
same way for over 20 years and never had brakes wear this quickly. Brakes were worn down to
sensors. Dealer was able to get Infiniti to cover front brakes so I only had to pay for the rears.
Not looking forward to having to replace brakes 2 or more times in the next year and a half until
my lease is up. Tagged: Infiniti Infiniti G35 Sedans. October We can certainly have a discussion
about brakes and rotors, but we can't use it to solicit for a class-type action according to the
Membership Agreement. Please do not invite people to other websites or post email addresses
asking for responses. A couple of posts had to be removed. Email me with any questions. Ok,
so I am reposting my info since my previous post didn't conform to the forum guidelines. The
rotor replacement is what particularly galls me. And when I asked 2 technicians at Harte Infiniti
about it, they both said "well, the rotors are a little thin to begin, but really it's how you drive". Is
that the standard line that everyone else is getting. Making you sound like it is somehow your
fault? Do they have no integrity to mention the problems on the models and the fact that the
warranty was extended to cover rotors as a result? Has anyone successfuly received
compensation in some form for these problems on a or later model? Damn, that is really bad!!!!
I have 05 Sedan and 41, i am still running on the original pads and rotors not problem at all just
recently changed tires and the guy told me i got about 10, left on it, and i am not easy on my G
so you guys should have dealer take care of you, that sucks. I heard they had problems with 03
and 04 models, that is why i waited till 05 to buy it. I guess i should feel lucky. It is only the 05x
models that have the problem. All 03s, 04s, and 05 G35x's only. Do you know if they have fixed
the problem? Do you think that 06 or 07 G35x will have the same issues? The '06 X's have the
larger brakes so there should not be as many problems. The '07's are a complete redesign.
Hopefully the brakes were better thought out so as not to have problems. Remains to be seen.
I'm on the original rotors, never resurfaced, but I did change the pads at around 22K miles for
PBR Axxis ones to have less dust. The original pads still showed about 5mm of pad left. It was a
good change for me. There is virtually no brake dust and the performance is superb for my
driving style. November SA said the new pads are better than the new. Well, I don't know what
better is. They do stop great. I did 'bed them in' to avoid any glazing, etc. Made a world of
difference when I did have to stop quick. Now about miles later I notice the same scoring on the

rotors I saw on the old ones. Not THAT bad, not yet. The rears are still almost like knew. He said
6 mils left on the rear pads and recommends check them again in 6 months. When the rears go
bad I will likely just put in new pads myself. And unless the rotors are bad, just leave them as is.
When the fronts go I will get my own aftermarket rotors and pads. I think the stock are fine up to
the point you have to pay for them. As most of you know, the brakes on these cars don't last
long and Infiniti should be ashamed of itself for not taking more responsibility. Nonetheless, I
need to replace them. First question, what is the cost for a a set of four new brakes and rotors
from the dealer? Second question, can I get a better price with the same quality from another
store such as Sears? Are you sure you need rotors at the rear too? They will replace with an
OEM or equivalent rotor, and probably give you some choice as to the type of pad you want.
You may want to get some quotes against the dealership's. Personally, not too hot on getting
work done at Sears. I guess I am one of those scared off by the big service problem they had
some years ago, although I never used them. Ask friends, neighbors for referrals. I'm in the
same boat. I recently had my tires replaced and NTB told me I needed to replace front and rear
pads and routers. That seemed a little bit high. I called them today and they said if I bring in my
own parts they would install them, but I have no idea where to begin to look for parts or what
would be a good part. Any ideas? Thanks for any input, Pete. For those of you with and models,
I've read on numerous message boards that, in response to numerous complaints and some
lawsuits, Infiniti extended their warranty to include rotors for your model years unlike us stuck
with the year. Do a websearch for infiniti g35 brake warranty and then call you dealer back; get
them replaced for free. Of course, they will be replaced with the same lousy pads and rotors that
will wear out too quickly This is true and might as well get the freebie as long as you can. The
brakes do work very well though. Fortunately there are less expensive and likely better
alternatives the next time around. There are probably not too many 03 or 04s left that have not
gone over 36K miles or 3 years, but if there are you should take advantage of it. January They
were replaced at 18K, these lasted 20K. So I emailed the SM and said it was interesting that they
didn't check my brakes at 33K, while I was in warranty, but now that I am out of the brake
warranty, they check them. The reply was that Infiniti doesn't want them to "look" for warranted
items. But then of course when the warranty is up, they look all they want. February Our G35x
had its front brakes and rotors replaced at mi. The Dealer fixed the brakes with a 'new design'.
Now at miles the front are half worn out. Thanks Infiniti. Since when are brakes included under
the warranty? Aren't they considered a wear item? If so, I call BS. Do you have a slip showing
you went in a few months ago? Off topic a little - Anyone have any experience with Burtman
Industries brake products? April I have a G35 Coupe with about miles on the odo. Car is
developing a new brake symptom. When I release the brakes, as at a traffic light, they grunt as
they let go. Don't know how else to describe it. It's as if the calipers stick a bit when the rotors
start to turn and then let go. No other sounds or symptoms. No grinding, pulling, pulsing,
squeaking, or spongy pedal. Roll The grunting is annoying though. If it is a sticking caliper, it
could be the caliper, and it could be something more critical, like a kink in a brake line. Options
would be having someone look at it, or doing it yourself. Certainly doesn't sound normal
though. I realized for the first time I guess June Has anyone owning a G5 experienced brake
problems like in earlier years? I'm considering purchasing a and am concerned about all of
these postings on brake problems. Those brake issues were resolved in 06 and have been
completely upgraded and redesigned for the 07 model. The brakes in my 07 seem completely
solid and stop on a dime. I'm also seeing very little brake dust on my wheels. I had the same
concerns when I started considering the G. After much research, I jumped on board and this
has been the best car I have ever owned. A complete joy to drive! Just got mine 07 G35 Sport
and glad to hear the brake issue is resolved. I do notice "grinding" like noises and was
wondering if Infiniti's brakes are usually this loud? July I bought the G35 Sport 07 model in
December I've been suffering pure hell since I made that decision. First the XM never worked. It
took the dealer over a month to replace the unit after they tried to identify the issue 2 other
times. The gear shift was replaced because of issues. Now the gear shift does not go fully into
park. Ah, the brakes. They will continue to squeak. They have adjusted the rotors alongside
everything else and they still squeak. They tell you this story about many manufactures having
the same brake problem which they consider normal. Last but not least my car will not crank
now. Just 3 days after getting it out the shop. Its completely DEAD. I know I got a lemon. I'm
going to take my issues through my states Lemon Law procedures. No grinding in mine at all.
The brakes are very quiet and super grabby. Wait until your brakes are broken in and seated
and see if the noise goes away. Sorry to hear that. This is a great vehicle but I'm sure that's hard
to accept when problems like these arise. Hope things work out for you. My wife's G35X always
had grabby brakes, in my opinion. I feel effed. We are easy on brakes. But the 05x has known
brake issues By reading posts on this forum, I think it is brake issue. Does anyone know if it is

possible to have it covered under warranty? In my opinion 30K miles on a set of brakes for a
performance sedan is not bad. I realize some of this was for the 30K service but it seems too
high. You could have done better after market and gotten much better feeing and possibly
longer wearing brakes. I am assuming sevice and tires were performed at Infiniti dealer. I own a
05 G35 sedan with about 36K miles on it. My brakes are still ok, but pretty soon I will need rear
pads. If I am not mistaken, 05 G35X has different brakes than mine. It is possible, they wear
faster than mine. If they are same as 04 G35 brakes, then you might have chance to recover
some of your cost. I have a 06 C with 22K miles. Went on first long trip and noticed "shimmy
and shake" when applying brakes. Took to dealer all rotors have runout. Is this unusual after
only 22K miles? Defect in rotors or just have them turned? Depends on the thickness of the
rotors, and the kind of braking you have been doing over the course of 22, miles. Constant
heating and cooling causes that runout. It happens to all brakes, but smaller brakes or
excessive usage cause this to happen sooner. You may want to hop into the C forum and ask
the other owners there. I test drove a base G35 '05 with 21k and loved it - until I stepped on the
brake pedal. There was a definite rotor problem. Is this a warranty item or not? Confused from
the forum here. Seems like a lot of car for the money - but I don't want to be stuck with a big
brake repair. My dealer changed all four breaks at 20, km, and now wants to change two front
ones after only 20, km. Believe me; I do know cars. Moreover, I know how to drive. The G35
breaks are stock breaks, however I read that some G35 owners had Brembo breaks installed
without further maintenance problems. Has anyone changed G35 stock breaks with Brembo?
Would dealer exchange breaks, or you had to go outside Infinity network? If not Infinity, who in
Toronto Ontario, Cnd. August Need your help. I have an G35 Coupe with 36, miles and the
brembo brakes. The pads were changed on all four wheels just after 30, miles. I was told that the
rotors were just slightly above the min. I know Tire Rack sell rotors and pads for the G35 coupe
but I need to know what is involved in replacing pads and rotors. Are there aftermarket
components that are less expensive and of the same or better quality than the original brembo
rotors and pads? I noticed that Tire Rack recommends local brake shops for the installation any
comments about this service? Thanks for your assistance with the above. Brake jobs are
actually very easy on most cars, but only if you've seen them done before. As for parts, Brembo
is a great name The Brembo name shines in their calipers the part that squeezes the brake pads
onto the rotor. You can get away with aftermarket pads and rotors, and keep the Brembo
Calipers. I swear by Bendix brand, but that's just me. There's a lot of options for brake pads,
including ceramic, which keeps the brake dust down. The job will include unbolting 2 or so
bolts which hold the caliper on to the car. You then pop the old pads out and after removing the
master cylinder cap where the brake fluid goes , you use any c-clamp like tool to squeeze the
caliper's piston back Don't squeeze too fast or fluid may squirt out of the fluid reservoir. Then
you have the room to pop the new pads into the caliper, which are held in with springs Before
bolting on the caliper with the new pads, you pull off the old rotor and the new one goes right
on, over the lug nut studs. If the rotor is stuck, tapping it with a hammer a few times usually
loosens it right up. Rust builds up in between the rotor and studs and this sometimes causes a
little work getting them off. Once the rotor is on, replace the caliper where it came from and
tighten your bolts. Make sure your brake fluid level is topped off and replace the cap. Start the
car and pump the pedal a few times so the caliper piston can seat the pads. Be easy on your
new pads for or miles, allowing them to seat correctly. Of, and when putting the tires back on,
please use a torque wrench. Over torqued lug nuts are the 1 cause of warped rotors. Ticos, I'm
in a very similar situation. I've got an 03 6MT Coupe with Brembos and 29k miles. I took it into
the dealership and they told me that I need new front and rear brakes rotors and pads. Well
that's obviously some BS. So now I'm in the process of seeking out good aftermarket pads and
rotors is that all I need. I'm looking for advice now on which aftermarket rotors and pads to
purchase and where to buy. I'm mostly interested in durability and less brake dust. I don't push
the car very much so performance is less of a consideration. Any suggestions based on your
experience? Not sure if they sell replacements for Brembos but Burtman Industries sells rotors
and pads that I bought for my 05 X. The rotors are slotted and drilled and the pads are ceramic.
These are fantastic. Virtually no dust, very smooth braking and they really bite when I push
them. If they have a replacement for the Brembos, give them some consideration. Hey guys.
Any luck on finding a nice set of cheap rotors? I'm in the same situation as you guys. I have an
03 coupe with brembos. I resurfaced them about mi ago and had my dad change the pads. I
made it to with the stock rotors on. My dad is going today to see if they can be resurfaced
anymore when they rotate my tires. I looked online and they said they can be resurfaced only up
to 8mm front and 6mm back. I'm looking at my rotors now and I'm wondering what kind of
rotors they are. They look like they have a lot more meat on them. They arent the cross-drilled
slotted kind that I see everywhere when looking for rotors for my 03 coupe. Now I'm

dumbfounded as hell? I'm curious as to whether this is the stock rotor, or an aftermarket rotor. I
bought the car at mi. They have the brembo calipers but look like different rotors? My brother
has an 04 coupe with brembos sport package as well, I believe he has the same rotors, I have to
look when he gets back. March Hey everyone I have an 03 sedan and have had it from the start. I
am mechanically inclined to an extent. Is this a job I can do on my own? Do I head to a discount
auto parts or should I head a specialty shop? I am excited about working on the car, but want to
make sure its done right. Any thoughts? I have gotten great wear on my brakes and they stop
quickly although I do get a lot of brake dust , but due to the known problem the dealership
replaced my front brake pads and rotors when my car was in the body shop last year under
warranty. I don't want to pay the dealership to replace them so my dad is going to do it for me,
but I am having trouble finding the parts. Now I need to know if my car has Brembo calipers
because I've been told they require different pads. Does anyone know how I can tell if I have
Brembo calipers and does anyone have a good website to order the pads and rotors from?
September I am trying to change the rotors and brake pads. I can remove the caliper but there
are 2 19mm bolts that I can't seem to loosen. Hell maybe I don't even need to remove them but I
don't see how I could remove the rotor if I don't remove the 2 bolts. Can anyone help??? After
you loosen and remove the 2 14mm caliper bolts and remove the calipers hang them off the
suspension with a bungee cord and remove the shoes by sliding them off their tracks you must
remove the 2 - 22mm bolts ONLY if you are changing the rotors or getting them machined. They
are on really tight so use a long handle good quality ratchet and a lot of muscle. After they come
off 2 bolts per side you can now slide your rotor off. Reverse the steps to put it back together.
Don't forget you will have to slowly retract the caliper piston with a C clamp to make enough
room for the increased thickness of the new pads and rotor. Hope that helped. I just finished
mine and it took about an hour and a half excluding the time to get the rotors machined. Rotor
is just stuck to hub and had to be banged off. I have no clue what the guy above is refering to.
Rotor is just hugged in place by pads once everything is on, then by wheels and lug nuts.
Yassy, with all due respect, G35X Sedans sold in Canada have 2 14mm bolt pins holding on the
brake pads and 2 22mm bolts securing the caliper body to the car. Do you perhaps have an
upgraded Brembo brake pkg. I have done this dozens of times. The standard calipers in the
premium G35X pkg is 14's and 22's Actually the 2 bolts that were difficult to remove were 18
mm. The other bolts are standard 10 mm bolts holding piston onto caliper on our g35x. Its odd
that they have different bolt sizes for same model year. The last one I did was a late model 04 so
perhaps it was already getting 05 calipers when it was built. Anyway they make for an easy pad
replacement and a fairly easy rotor remonal if necessary. I just had a front wheel bearing
replaced on my g35x. Under warranty, but makes me wonder about quality. However, they
discovered a transmission leak and now I need a new radiator. The warranty ran out at 90, kms.
I'm at 94, kms. And front rotors needed Is this a piece of junk, or what? My son has an 11 year
old Honda Accord, and he's never had these kinds of issues. Any thoughts or suggestions are
welcome. I'm in Canada. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Ok, I like a lot of the cars in my life. Um, no. I'm
not sure where you live but in Socal the RL does not exist. If that. The NSX is priced in the 90k
range. Maybe Acura will lower the price for the next gen - might be wise given the dismal sales.
I'd bet on a price of around k starting. Probably k as Infiniti will want to undercut BMW still. As
for dealerships, I live in San Diego. We've got a fair number of people here and a nice chunk
change goes to bling bling cars. There are only 4 Acura, 4 Bimmer dealerships, 3 Lexus and 3
Infiniti dealers in a 50 mile vicinity from my zip in the heart of San Diego's downtown. With only
4 bimmer and 3 lexus dealers how could their sales be so great? Maybe luxury marquees PAY
for the right to be the only dealer within a set space? Ya think? I know I'd do that if I wanted to
represent a select clientele. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. This one
looks HOT! Coming out Fall ! Tagged: Infiniti Infiniti G35 Sedans. April I saw the pictures in
Autoweek a few weeks ago. Maybe this will get the Lexus folks to think about an IS coupe I
dunno: it looks pretty much like the Z to me! But what's the point of competing with yourself? I
believe that Nissan has stated that the Z would strictly be a 2 seater. The G coupe looks
goooood I guess since a two-door competitor is lacking at Infiniti stands it's something that
makes sense, but I wonder if enough will take the bait, instead of just grabbing a Z for I should
think less The only other option of an entry level lux coupe is the downright pathetic CL Type-S.
If one wants a sports car, the Z is the choice. If one wants the entry-level performance luxury
coupe, then he gets the G or Bimmer. And I'm not saying you're wrong, as far as targets and
available options go, just that it might not get enough of an audience. It started its life as a
benchmark sedan and had two doors surgically removed, rather than being stretched from a
real coupe. Same can be said for the CL-s, though from a different benchmark. I think they're

successful, in part, for that reason. I think stretching a coupe originally penned AS a coupe
usually yields less than perfect results, and I'm driving just such a coupe. It's nice and it does
most all of the things I need it to, but the real coupe is a more capable car with better
proportions that unfortunately can't carry my kids comfortably! My coupe's sales are tanking,
BTW, while the real coupe's are on a roll. I'm not knocking the G, but I question whether it will
sell in quantities sufficient to sustain it, given that the Z is available. Are you saying the FM
platform can't sustain different variations of sedan, coupe and 2 seater? The current G's a fine
sedan and the G35 coupe sports the same wheelbase, just it's wider has shorter overhangs and
a lower roofline than the sedan. The is even smaller, with a wheelbase that's chopped an
additional I think inches possibly more. The skyline's been around Japan for over a year, so the
G35's underpinnings seem to be original design of that FM platform. The Z is the shortened
version. And once again, Nissan is selling the two cars to very different groups. Those who buy
a 2 seater sports car aren't the same as those cats who fork over for a performance luxury
coupe. Nissan isn't targeting the BMW with the z, but the Bavarians are definitely the only ones
in the crosshairs of the G35c. I can't see the Z or G stealing sales from one another because
they're on different missions. You want luxury, utility, performance and some choice beyond a
ci, it's the G. The G35 coupe is gonna sell well simply because it looks so damn good. Styling is
the trump card for the common herd. WarpDrive Posts: It somehow comes across more well
integrated without the seam below the c-pillar and more horizontal taillights. Also, a real grille
seems to add some detail to the front. The Z never caught my fancy but the G35 seems to work
much better. I'm wrong, I guess. I know there's a market for it. How big I guess I leave up to you
guys! Like I said before, I'm not knocking it, but I'd rather be in the Z myself If the Z is head and
shoulders over the G35 coupe, especially regarding handling, then I'll go with the Z. One of
these suckers is my next car. I love them both. I also find them extremely appealing. But my
coupe fascination is over, and my next car appears to be an IS Sportcross. Still, if I could do a
third car Both are great-looking but the 2 extra seats albeit small add flexibiliy, and I don't like
hatchbacks. While I'm not all that sure about your pathetic label for the Acura CL Do we know
for sure about the G35 coupe rear seat fold-down capability? The G is midrange between these,
it seems. That's only 10 inches shorter than the exceptionally long CL coupe's inches and it's
actually wider than the CL and the G's wheelbase offers 6 more inches of space. Sure in weight
and total length the G's smaller than a CL, but it's not really a car between the CL and RSX when
you look at interior volume and specs. The GT-R will probably be pretty close to the G coupe. I'd
guess they may do some M-style mods to it, wheel arch flairs, more agressive airdams and
skirting but otherwise the basic look of the G coupe is pretty clear in the GT-R show car shown
last year. Well, if the G35 coupe knocks out the CL coupe, then you will be right in your critique
of my thesis on that issue. Gs and CLs and Even my computer has a name, 'Dell Dimension.
Differences in styling are evident, at least from the R35 GT-R concept. Well considering the
automatic equipped G35 sedan nails 60 in 6. We'll see, but I'd be willing to predict that when it
comes to performance measures, even the vaunted ci won't be able to hang with a G coupe. I'm
inclined to agree. I won't cry tears over the CL-S because frankly it's kind of an odd coupe that
isn't sure what it wants to be and tends not to sell too well because of it. More and more I'm not
sure where Acura is headed. It's a value plate, but the relative value of its offerings is becoming
diminished. Nissan-Infiniti is on the uptick. This is obvious. The IS has received some good
enhancements, I have heard. Thus, all three compete in the entrylux category well today as well
as yesterday. The problem is the upper echilon. Short of spectacular marketing and sales of the
G35 and selling the GT-R as an Infiniti, I don't see Infiniti as moving away from its 'kinda here
buy kinda not noticed' status. As I said, if I want an Infiniti in Michigan, there are only 3 dealers.
Lexus and Acura both have 5 and they are in good, prominent locations. The RSX is a sport
coupe with hatchback utility and automatic climate control. IS and G20 and G35 people can
sneer all they want. Don't be lazy, you can click on people's profiles or read other things they
write. Same is true here in Ann Arbor. You want to play RSX and G35 vs. It is a supercar
competitor, not a sport sedan. No, Shifty does a great job here. But he hasn't compared the G35
to his favorite Alfa Romeo yet, therefore, I'm not sure if he's really paying attention to anything
here in Gland! Auto climate control? This is a big deal? Camrys, Jettas and Accords have this
too. I would say the old G20 was an RSX competitor. Totally different prices, styles, drivetrains,
engines, etc. That size car seems to be directly aimed at an M3. It's not like MB can goose up a
C coupe and make it a wrothwhile competitor to the M I am not a complete Acura apologist. The
RL is a sick replacement for the Legend. Honda should play V8 or get out of the luxury sedan
segment The Japanese need to do sport more than lux. Some have more sport, others, more
lux. I like German and Japanese machines, so if the Japanese come up with more interesting
options, such as the G35, there may be real hairy competition for the Germans. Infiniti buyer
wants to say 'I am different. Just because the G35 is the first i. I don't run around creating 'RSX

vs. The G20, as I said, is well known for its excellent reliability and good price. It is NOT a 'fancy
Sentra. The think Nissan should. Please, enlighten us with how these cars are competitors.
Can't really see it either, V. I'm not talking numbers and 'dazzling with data' here. Qualifications:
It has to look cool and blast down the expressway without spinning into the median because of
shoddy handling. Price range is roughly K and MX-8 is probably overdoing it a little here, as is
the EVO, but they are on the higher end of the price spectrum along with the G I'm comparing
among Japanese sports coupes. If you want to play horsepower games, go join the Mustang
and Camaro crowd. The Prelude nailed the sport coupe market. Only problem was that it was
not expensive enough to draw on the BMW-wannabes that are looking at the G35 now. Only
problem was that it was not expensive enough to draw on the BMW-wannabes that are looking
at the G35 now It didn't have the power to weight necessary to make it really fun, the ponies and
twist were pretty high on the tach IIRC, and the power went to the wrong end of the car. Aside
from some nimble handling and as a technology platform its real mission , it wasn't a standout.
The last years saw it gain a whole lot of weight and get pretty remarkably ugly too, IMO. I doubt
there's any FWD car that's ever going to hook a serious Bimmer pilot. Why would they bother?
Maybe an AWD Audi, though Those are all classified as different styles - removed from
entry-level luxury-sports. Must are econoboxes, one a legit sports car and a few are hatchbacks,
with one random sedan thrown into the mix. You're missing a key part of the equation They'll
never be confused with entry level lux. Nobody sits in a Scooby and says, "Dang, this here's a
real fancy-smancy au-to-moile. It's not about playing horsepower games. A WRX makes more
power than a , but that's okay because they're in different classes. One is a luxury performance
sedan and the other an econobox rally car. And the Prelude failed to woo possible bimmer
buyers for several reasons: zero luxury the car didn't even have leather! Apples to oranges, my
friend. Dangit, sphinx99? Where are you? Don't remember which one. The G35 has one major
flaw I can think of. The rump. There is no case! Why not try to convince people that a Collie is
the same kinda dog as a Great Dane? You won't find me arguing verozahl because I don't see
the RSX-S being cross-shopped against the G35 coupe very much either. The RSX-S frankly
belongs in a comparison with a Z instead, insofar as both present dynamite performance value
at their price points, along with presumably in the case of the Z sharp steering, sharp handling,
and extremely high precision driving on road or track. Most professional journalists agree.
RSX-Ss are all over the autocrossing tracks of America. I bet Zs will be joining them. Probably
not many. These are very different cars; the RSX-S manual-transmission-only configuration
alone knocks it out of the luxury performance coupe market. The G35 Coupe is a luxury coupe,
pure and simple. I expect the G35 to be a lot like a Prelude actually, verozahl - heavy, steady and
vault-like. That's what a luxury coupe should be. I hope they don't go that route. There is this
term called "driver's car" that spans drivetrain and powerplant boundaries, and those of us who
seek out true driver's cars will find ourselves attracted to a very broad range of configurations. I
find myself attracted to how silky an engine is, how supportive the seats are, how little
deadzone there is in the wheel, how linear the pedals are. To me, those are the elements of a
performance-oriented driver's car. I4 vs V6? Having a WD40 shifter and formula one steering are
much, much more important to me. As for bluedotcomguy. It had most of the feel and
performance of BMWs without any of the marketing or feature content. It had most of the
handling of an ITR or Celica without any of the track reputation. In reality, BMWs remind me a
lot of the Prelude heft, precision, smooth acceleration, utterly predictable which is why I think
someone cross-shopping a Ci versus a Prelude SH would have had a tough time choosing after
drives in both. I sure did. But, sadly, most people after Preludes consider BMWs to be portly
grocery sedans, and most people after BMWs consider Preludes to be econo lowered
4-bangers. The vehicles were pretty similar and BMW's own use of Prelude in its competitive
comparisons was enough evidence of that. But for the unwashed masses, marketing
determines cross-shopping viability, not the cars themselves. And bringing all this back to the
G35 coupe, judging by the Z's "we're bigger than Windows 95" PR launch I have a feeling that
the G35 will end up being relegated to obscurity as an unloved cousin to the famous Z. That's
too bad, it looks like an awesome luxury coupe. If one wants a 2 door RWD car with luxury
touches and performance for a k price there will be only two choices instead of the single one
we have now. I look forward to it and can't wait to try one on. BTW, I drove the Prelude a few
times when car shopping. It was quick and handled nicely but the interior was not up to the
level of refinement I expect from a car. It felt too pedestrian and not Germanic enough. Same
can be said to a point about the G35 Sedan Excellent lecture Much much better than the
lectures I pay for here at the university. The 5th-gen Prelude interior is the definition of
refinement. Everything you need and nothing you don't in order to drive. Ergonomic and
straightforward controls. My dream coupe is not far from this: a Nissan with G35 interior and Z
exterior. In november that might be true, but you also might want to consider that the A4

convertible is not far behind I'm a little uncomfortable with Audi A4 cab. I've seen it in person a
few times and it looks far too much like the old Love Audi interiors though and I dig the A4
sedan. Too bad also that the A4 cab is either FWD or that hideous quattro-power-sapping-junk.
The car feels dead and heavy. Haven't tried an S4 though That in and of itself differentiates it
enough to be a different car appealing to different people. Both nice, but Z for me please. I can
only have one car so I need a little more utility :- Since the coupe has the same wheelbase and
is only 4" shorter overall, will it have pretty much the same amount of interior space as the
sedan? I would think that the front and rear seating area would be very similar between the
coupe and sedan. I'd think the interior will be the same but the trunk may suffer. The added
width might help. Probably not though as that will in all likelihood go to the fender flaring. I
would think adjustments might be necessary to account for the differing rooflines? Rear seat
area would likely be affected somehow, though the front could certainly be the same. June Hello
everyone and I hope that you are having a great weeekend. Although the yen is strengthing
quickly against the dollar and could impact prices for any cars built in Japan. It is much more
attractive to my eye than the nondescript Acura CL which is a fine car but styled by accountants
on valuim. Yes styling sells and I am very much interested in buying this car. The standard
equipment in this car represents an incredible value for the money and Infiniti scores well in
quality according to JD Powers. Infiniti always scores ahead of the German brands based on the
JD quality surveys. Where the G35 sedan really lets us down as mentioned by a previous poster
is the interior which is worthy of a Nissan. You have to do better here Infiniti. For those who are
interested in buying the new Z be aware that the latest quality surveys for Nissan are declining
in quality scores. Why would anyone want the Nissan experience and a much shorter warranty
than the Infiniti? Ok maybe you need to go around a skidpad 1 second faster, LOL. Thankyou
for reading my rant and what a great time to be an auto enthusiast. Did you see that article?
Rated 1 sport sedan out of 11 cars! Now it is true that in part the 1 slot had to go to the car
because of its price, otherwise the BMW would have won on overall performance, say the
editors, but still fair is fair and price is certainly part of a car's appeal and popularity. It's hard to
beat the BMW on engine and on the precision of handling, but gee, from the test, the G35 wasn't
much off the mark as far as the average driver is concerned. We are getting so close in the
testing with some of these cars that the arguments are starting to sound like people talking
about the difference in high end stereos-- you know the type "Did you hear THAT Play it again".
The car seems like a steal for the price. It's interesting to see Infiniti and Acura fixing to engage
in a bona fide slugfest. High value, strong-performance vehicles. The fact that you can get the
G35 sedan and TL-S sedan for so little relatively speaking is extraordinary. I'm wondering what
impact Infiniti's resurgence will have on a the top tier sport-luxury marques aka BMW,
Mercedes, Lexus, and b Acura. Well, Nissan-Infiniti's comeback has been explicitly stated as a
challenge to Honda-Acura, who unseated them as Japan's 2. Acura has more dealers than
Infiniti, but we'll see what happens if the G35 coupe sells as good as I think it will. Infiniti's big
problem against the marques you mentioned is that it has virtually no name recognition and
little prestige, and the dealerships are few and far between. There isn't even one in all of Marin
County as of They went out of business here. Compared to the Lexus and Acura upscale efforts
of Toyota and Honda, the Nissan Corp hasn't done very well seems to me. Lexus beat 'em up
from the get-go in and that's the way it's been ever since. German brands are another thing
entirely. BMW invented sport sedan and shows no signs of being dethroned. Sales are
screaming and the press is drooling. The juggernaut rolls on. Mercedes isn't even a car
anymore, it is a total legend like Babe Ruth and is just about critic-proof no matter what they do.
Rolls Royce and Harley Davidson are but two examples of Sacred Names that coasted for ages
on reputation alone, with a mediocre product d
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ragging behind them. The Mercedes name is Golden, like it or not, deserved or not, fair or not.
Myth overtakes Reality perhaps. And more than that, the car is still awesome. Infiniti is a ripple
in the pond right now but you know, if they KEEP producing spectacular cars like the G35, for
years and years to come, they will be noticed and it will have an effect on competition. The
press on the G35 has been just great. But not just one model one time, is going to scare
anybody. Reputations are built over decades I think. Look how long Audi's comback took, a
solid 15 years of effort. Now their cars are respected and beautiful and they won Lemans, too. It
takes a lot! Some of the best models ever produced by dead car companies came at the very
end of their corporate lives, so a model's excellence may not mean anything good per se. Look
how aggressive Lexus is, in media and in product development. This is what Nissan needs to do

and they aren't even close yet. Sign In or Register to comment.

